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Alchemy is largely unknown or misunderstood today (AD 2020) but you can benefit from 

applying its methods to your life now.  Before it spun off into modern chemistry, alchemy was 

studied and practiced by such Renaissance notables as Francis Bacon, Paracelsus, and Isaac 

Newton.  Here we introduce the order of operations from rough beginnings to achieving the end 

goal of a highly refined outcome: a kind of personal gold.  Two case studies from the author’s 

life illustrate how easy-to-remember yet rewarding steps can achieve positive, tangible results.  

We hope you will also find the alchemical method useful in your own practice. 

 

New perspectives on ancient knowledge 

History tells us that Alchemists sought to purify base metals into an ultimately pure 

representation of The One, the True Elixir, the Philosopher’s Stone.  In purely physical terms, 

the goal was none other than to transform base metals into gold.  Today, of course, we know 

that elements like gold are produced by nucleosynthesis reactions such as those found out in 

the stars, but this modern knowledge should not divert us from making use of the mental 

practices taught by alchemy.  We have the power to purify and transform what is before us and 

within us into our own kind of gold. 

The same methods that were used for the physical transmutation of common elements into gold 

can be practiced for their psychological benefits today.   While many different methods for 

improving our spiritual and mental health and well-being are widely known, the steps of alchemy 

are not often revealed, much less understood or used today.  The alchemical process of change 

was first generally defined in ancient Hermetic texts, like The Emerald Tablet.  One of the 

translations is by Newton himself, c. 1680, from an early written work attributed to Hermes 

Trismegistus.   

That was back in the days when science was called natural philosophy.  The alchemical method 

has more recently been analyzed in detail by modern psychologists, notably, C.G. Jung.   These 

studies show how the basic methods and symbology of alchemy are relevant to us today. 

Here we dispense with deep psychological analysis, and simply provide this brief summary from 

Jung’s Alchemical Studies. 

“… the real root of alchemy is to be sought less in philosophical doctrines than in the 

projections of individual investigators. I mean by this that while working on his chemical 

experiments the operator had certain psychic experiences which appeared to him as the 

particular behaviour of the chemical process.” (Part 3, Chapter 2.1). 



In other words, the process of transmutation works hand in hand with physics and philosophy, 

but it is accompanied by mental changes in the practitioner.   

Here we summarize one approach to how you may incorporate the classical steps of alchemical 

purification into your own journey.   We will use analogies to familiar physical and chemical 

events to explain the mental and spiritual process of purification.  These are the seven steps of 

the alchemical method. 

1. Calcination 

Calcination is the first step when the alchemist begins 

the work.  It is performed using high temperatures 

supplied to a starting material, typically held in a 

crucible, by a flame or oven.   The intent of this initial 

step is to drive out all volatiles and other substances that 

do not contribute to the essence of the material.  Such 

treatment is not unlike other rituals using fire to purify or 

get rid of  unwanted aspects. Calcination is easily 

visualized by the image of fire and its symbol.  

Traditionally, Fire is represented as a triangle and often associated with the 

masculine quality.  You can easily imagine a fire burning within in a similar 

shape; from its broad base, it moves upward to a point where finer and more 

subtle essences emerge into vapor. From many constituents or complicated 

mental elements when starting out, only the few essences emerge from this 

first preparatory step. 

Calcination does not necessarily mean to simply reduce everything to ash from burning, but 

rather to selectively release the nonessential components without changing what remains for 

further refinement.  Think of it more as roasting to bring out a desired taste or smell, somewhat 

like roasting coffee beans.  Mentally this means to lose all attachments and thoughts that are 

unnecessary for subsequent steps, drive out all mental baggage that has been accumulated 

from nonessential experiences or insecurities, and get back to fundamentals that can lead to 

unity. This first operation will take you through the first door leading to your goal. 

Meditation techniques can be effective to focus on your core thoughts and eliminate the 

unnecessary attachments.  An important difference, though, from most meditation techniques, is 

that in the alchemical order of operations that this is only the first step, not the desired result.  

Shedding the shackles of attachment remains as an important step, but rather than ending there 

or further pursuing inner quiet, what is desired in the process of Calcination is to also recall and 

retain those true and essential images, archetypes if you will, so they can be traced back to their 

higher origins and refined in subsequent operations.  If you are a frequent practitioner of mind 

relaxing techniques, try to pause early in a session to collect those images that are repeated 

and meaningful in your life, or those that are bothersome and require action.   

Calcination may be aided by simple techniques like using a notebook during the first part of a 

meditation session, to capture words, phrases, feelings or symbols representing what should 

remain after calcination.  The session may then continue as you wish.  Calcination may also be 

forced upon you by some external event, in which case what remains has already more or less 



been decided for you.  Either way, what remains from Calcination will be taken up and used in 

the next step. 

 

2. Dissolution 

Once freed from extraneous volatiles and reduced to what is 

more essential, the thoughts and experiences that will be 

useful for the remaining operations are those that would either 

physically or symbolically dissolve in water and disappear into 

solution.  For example, salt will not burn and will remain after 

calcination but is easily dissolved in water.   What does not 

dissolve remains behind as a second kind of residue in the 

bottom of the vessel.    

Along with Fire, Air and Earth, water is one of the traditional four 

elements.  Water is symbolized by an inverted triangle, and represents 

the opposite of Fire, with a feminine character.   In this symbol you might 

imagine water flowing down a river or being collected in a basin. Water in 

its physical form is not only essential for bodily nutrition, it is also deep in 

spiritual symbolism for purification and clarity.  Baptismal rituals make 

good use of water for this purpose, to cleanse and clarify the past for 

what is yet to come.  

The essences remaining from calcination are taken up (dissolved) during Dissolution so that in 

subsequent steps they may be further refined.  Using what you have created from Calcination is 

a requirement to continue with Dissolution. 

 

3. Separation 

Having now been reduced a first time to fundamentals, and 

clarified by Dissolution, the less useful or even destructive 

remains after dissolution must now be separated out. 

Physically, this is easily accomplished with a filter, such that the 

solution and its dissolved ingredients easily pass through, while 

those solid particles that are not in solution and not desired to be 

used for further purification are trapped and remain behind.  Only 

the filtered solution is used for further work.   

Unlike the triangle icon associated with Calcination, and the inverted triangle for water 

associated with Dissolution, there seems to be no familiar iconic symbol for separation that 

bridges from the alchemical teachings to the present.  Rather than show here some old, esoteric 

alchemical symbol for separation, of which there are many, we prefer to just show here the 

picture of a familiar filter for making coffee.  You would prefer to drink the coffee, or tea if you 

wish, not the coffee grounds or tea leaves themselves. 

So far, you have accomplished the first few rough steps toward the philosopher’s stone: starting 

with Calcination, have taken up those clearer elements of experience and memory via 



Dissolution, then have left those remains behind through Separation.  We continue next to more 

or less reverse the introspective refinement process used so far, as we relate and reconnect 

what has remained inside our personal thoughts to larger external references. 

 

4. Conjunction 

The next operation is to further refine those aspects remaining 

after separation in new and larger dimensions.  Conjunction 

involves repurposing the internal remains of what has been 

purified by the steps through separation, by now relating them 

to significant external factors, bringing new perspectives and 

focus.  One technique is to literally ponder the four corners of 

the Earth, that is, the four cardinal directions North, South, 

East and West.  You can use your own feelings about each of 

these; for example, climates, seasons, places you have visited, landscapes or cultural or literary 

associations.   Use whatever external associations that are on your mind at the time.  As you 

work on this operation, you may think of crystallizing some theme that keeps recurring, as a 

crystal may precipitate or form from a solution.  Conjunction is the step where you should feel 

progress and the promise of new directions. 

Another simple Conjunction technique is to review the results of your separation considering the 

four elements, Air, Earth, Fire and Water.   Many of us have strong psychological attachments 

to these elements through astrology or study of philosophy.   You can also align yourself with 

any other significant factors relating to your current condition, perhaps external current events or 

relationships troubling you at the time.  Conjunction helps to develop a relationship between 

your refined thoughts and your own larger life events with which you may currently be 

struggling.  Which of these external vectors resonates with you most strongly will carry forward 

to subsequent steps.   

What has remained from Calcination, was clarified a first time by Dissolution, and was 

separated from nonessentials by Separation, has now begun to realign with a larger purpose.  

This (Con)junction in the journey leads to the next step of further transforming and changing 

what the practitioner has prepared so far. 

 

5. Fermentation 

We were careful to say that the first operation, 

Calcination, is not just a crude, simple or final chemical 

combustion or incineration of the starting material.  But 

at this stage of the process, the need for such a 

transformation, or as it was called, transmutation, truly 

does apply.  One of the most familiar analogies is the 

transformation of grapes into wine.  This is truly a 

chemical change, such that the end result is 

significantly different than the starting ingredients.  The 

grapes are the residues of the first steps through 



separation, while the addition of external alignment through conjunction (through the actors of 

yeast and time) are now allowed to work.  This step may often need to be carried out over 

lengthy periods of contemplation, just as good wine must quietly age for months or years.   

Please note that there is no need to remain stuck at this stage or any other stage, since one is 

free to initiate completely different alchemical steps concurrently.  Several processes can be 

conducted at the same time.  The essential steps have a classical order, but your use of the 

steps is not limited to following one strictly one after the other.  Your work may also have 

multiple threads.   To stretch our analogy to wine making even further, the same variety of 

grapes grown on different soil or aged in different barrels for different amounts of time will yield 

different results.  Since the process of alchemy is truly an art requiring practice, you may find 

that one series of operations helps you discover what was missing in another, or works better 

with some variation, leading to new paths.  There is also no harm in ending one approach 

altogether in any step and either beginning anew or applying some of the intermediate products 

to a work that is already in process. 

From first ridding your thoughts of the nonessential, to purification in clear spiritual water, 

separation, applying associations with external points of reference, and a step of transformation, 

the near-final elixir is ready for its next to last step of purification. 

 

6. Distillation 

Continuing again with our analogy to beverage making, 

we move to Distillation.  The familiar physical method 

is the application of heating on one end and cooling on 

another, as used in the distillation of chemical spirits.  

The outcome is a different form of liquor that is more 

concentrated than before.  Mentally, you will need to 

take the best of your prior steps and distill them down 

to their essence once again, to yield the highest 

embodiment of gold that you are seeking.   This may 

be realized like a flash of insight – an “aha!” moment - or could take many trials from prior steps.  

Only you will know, and with practice will become familiar with your feelings in each step leading 

up to Distillation.  

Reaching this point is a significant achievement in the freeing of blockages and realization of 

your higher purpose and could be a breakthrough of clarity and resolution.  The light now 

appears at the end of the tunnel.  Problems and roadblocks should by this point be removed; if 

not, repeat and rework may be required.  You should have a clear feeling that shat was once 

disordered has now been refined to a nearly perfect state, that conflicts have been resolved, or 

a problem is now solved. 

But we are not quite yet done.  Those who wish to reach the greatest heights are encouraged to 

continue in the work of the final operation. 

 

7. Coagulation 



The distilled essence still needs one more step to fix it in a final form, the Elixir.  Continuing our 

physical analogy, the fermented, distilled sprit must be packaged for use.  In our beverage 

analogy the familiar form is typically a bottle, which on the practical level often involves some 

creative use of glass styling and packaging to set each product apart.  Depending on the work 

you have done, you could to fix the final work in any suitable medium, whether in a vessel of 

some kind, be it a signed business contract, publication or work of the performing arts, or a 

purely personal conviction or resolution to a conflict.  Coagulation is where it all finally comes 

together. 

A songwriter, artist or author may reach a point where a work in process has achieved a state of 

satisfaction with the product, that it is mature and ready to present or publish.  This is a magical 

moment indeed, that a work of great time and effort has been finalized.  Coagulation is 

recognized by a sense that higher levels of understanding, higher frequencies of vibration and 

detachment from the impure starting material have been realized.  It may be confirmed by an 

achievement in your life or applied to help those you care about.  This state may be rather 

temporary, since change is all around us, but nonetheless is still a significant milestone in your 

journey.  To realize permanence will probably be more elusive.  In fact, to be honest, this final 

end result must be an endless pursuit.  

The work of alchemy may also be accompanied by practices like diet, meditation and the like to 

further connect with inner ourselves and the world around us.  But becoming a monk is 

absolutely not necessary; social events, fun activities, exercise and other forms of life balance 

may help.  You can practice the alchemical method any time, any place you go. 

 

Review 

This is a symbolic representation of the Philosopher’s Stone which 

you may find in the alchemical literature.  Within it you will see the 

triangle of fire that began Calcination, both surrounded by the larger 

world circle and encompassing the microcosm represented by the 

smaller circle within.  The four elements are represented by the 

square.  Many other symbolic interpretations are possible. 

This mnemonic provides a simple way to remember the basic seven 

steps of alchemy. 

CaDiSeCoFeDiCo 
Calcination 

Dissolution 
Separation 

Conjunction 
Fermentation 

Distillation 
Coagulation 

 

Reflect now on the steps from Calcination, Dissolution and Separation to a first rough liquor; 

then the further steps of refinement through Conjunction, Fermentation and Distillation.  If you 



have achieved the final state of Coagulation it should be memorable yet not strictly factual; 

joyous but not giddy; and be a state of calm yet being wide awake. 

 

Personal Story One: Work Changes 

How can these steps be applied in real situations?  Let me offer this case study to show how the 

operations can be helpful in real situations in your own life.  Please note that your personal 

situation will probably be quite different.  Your alchemical opportunities may center around any 

other kind external event that has been forced upon you, or an elective of your own choosing.   

I was affected by a layoff after over 20 years with my employer.  This essentially forced 

Calcination upon me, freeing me to go solo with the former work for pay bond burned away.  

From this beginning, I had to dissolve myself into a fluid state containing what was left of me in 

terms of talents, experiences, and self-confidence, without anything related to the past except 

what could flow in a resume (Dissolution).  From here, Separation allowed me to further filter out 

my identity from being a mere employee and retain what was truly me, helping me to become a 

new entity with value completely on my own merits.  Conjunction followed, to align my identity 

with external dimensions, which in this case were potential hiring companies and job postings.  

Fermentation was the process of turning my capabilities into concrete offerings that would 

match the needs of individual companies.  Then came Distillation, to concentrate only the 

essence of what I had to offer to meet the needs of one target company at a time in preparation 

for an actual job interview.  Coagulation was the desired elixir of gold: a job offer and 

acceptance.  Each of these steps involved many deep psychological changes that kept me 

going.   

Other experiences of mine have been quite different, and some of my work to become more 

spiritual and achieve my highest life goals are ongoing and incomplete.  By the way, that next 

job lasted but a year and I got to repeat the process all over again.  So it goes, and we can use 

the tools of alchemy to rebuild over and over again. 

 

Personal Story Two: Music 

One of the exciting things about music is finding new ways to rediscover old music.  Players 

today did not invent instruments, chords or the other basics of all music.  They creatively put 

them together again with their own spin.  A Blues jam is a great example, where even if the 

song itself has been around for years and performed countless times, a new version is created 

in real time that is never an exact copy of any previous rendering.  Alchemy, too, is a way of 

approaching old standards, and can even aid the songwriter in the process of writing “new” 

ones. 

Here is how writing music can be catalyzed by the alchemical process.  To begin with, 

Calcination is often some event, phrase, or image that kicks off the idea for a new song.  These 

raw images, feelings and/or musical phrases need to be taken up by Dissolution to achieve 

more clarity and make them fluid enough for further work to develop the finished song.  At this 

stage, there will be some residual elements that do not fit the main theme or seem of place; 

these are removed by Separation.  Next, Conjunction allows the songwriter to consider the 

rough ideas in the larger context of prior music, to avoid worn-out phrases and seek what is new 



and different.  (Honestly, many song ideas fail to make it past this stage at all and remain in a 

notebook either to be reworked later on or simply forgotten.)  Fermentation is where the song 

truly begins to take on final, more presentable and listenable form, where chords and melody 

are rearranged for rhythmic effect and emotion, and lyrics revised over and over to employ 

selected literary nuances of rhyme, rhythm, alliteration, metaphor, and so on.  The nearly 

finished song is ready for a final Distillation, which in my experience is a series of rough 

recordings of the lyrics and chords, played over and over on different days for perspective, and 

modified until it “feels” right.  Public performance of the new work may be the ultimate test of 

Coagulation : that the piece flows well, is understood and appreciated by the audience, and 

ideally is fun to play over and over in different set lists.  In short, it should be good material.  

Some artists literally achieve platinum and gold status.  Imagine what you can do. 

We hope these seeds of alchemy may help you in growing your own peace and understanding 

of who you are and realizing what you may be.  Can you apply them to your own life situations 

and aspirations? 

 

For further study 

Translations of The Emerald Tablet, including those by Isaac Newton, are available at 

https://www.sacred-texts.com/alc/emerald.htm. 

C.G. Jung, Alchemical Studies, vol. 13 in Collected Works, G. Adler and R.F.C. Hull, Eds., 

(Princeton Univ. Press, 1968 hardback, 1983 paperback). 
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Appendix:  Correspondences 

The original alchemists associated their operations with chemical substances known at the time.  

Given the significant changes in our knowledge from the days of alchemy to the science of 

chemistry, development  of the Periodic Table of the Elements and how the elements react to 

form compounds, it does not make sense to include those correspondences in this article.  

References were also made to the influence of the planets and signs of the zodiac, which again 

from the historical change from astrology to the science of astronomy, would not logically add to 

the present content.   

However, the major bodies of our Solar System known from ancient times remain the same as 

those we recognize today.  Our understanding of their nature has changed significantly due to 

the advent of modern telescopes, including ability to visualize and analyze data across the 

electromagnetic spectrum from infrared to radio frequencies, and from visible to ultraviolet light 

and beyond to even X-ray frequencies.  We have also received volumes of close-up 

observational data from the many space probes we have sent out. 

Given this, it may be valuable for those interested in more perspective on the alchemical journey 

to present this author’s conception of how the order of operations corresponds to the external 

world of our solar system.  Alchemy for today meets astronomy of today. 

https://www.sacred-texts.com/alc/emerald.htm


This table summarizes the correspondences of alchemical operations to the main Solar System 

bodies. 

Step Alchemical Operation Correspondence 

1 Calcination Mercury 

2 Dissolution Venus 

3 Separation Mars 

4 Conjunction Moon 

5 Fermentation Jupiter 

6 Distillation Saturn 

7 Coagulation Sun 

  

1.  Dry heat drives off all volatiles and burns to an inorganic residue.  Mercury on its sun facing 

side is dry and hot (800F).  Being the innermost planet with fastest orbit around the Sun, just as 

Calcination is likely to be the fastest alchemical step,  makes its correspondence to the first 

operation meaningful.  Mercury was historically the “messenger” Hermes in Western traditions 

which adds meaning to the step of calcination to originate the subsequent operations.  Even 

though Venus is the hottest planet, its atmosphere disqualifies it as being the most applicable 

correspondence to Calcination.  We assign it more suitably to the next operation. 

2. What better correspondence to Dissolution could there be than the thick atmosphere of 

Venus, filled with sulfuric acid and great pressure?  Concentrated sulfuric acid can dissolve 

even stubborn solids.   (As an aside, gold itself which is quite unreactive an inert can be 

dissolved with aqua regia, a mixture of two other concentrated acids, nitric acid and hydrochloric 

acid, called aqua regia).   From the thick Venusian cloud emerges the starting material for our 

next operation, and may Venus, the “evening star” watch over the next step of your journey. 

3.  Separation: clearly it is Earth that separates Venus from the next planet, Mars.  But since we 

are on Earth there must be an external correspondence.  Beyond Mars lies another well 

documented separation, the asteroid belt, which separates the inner rocky planets from the 

gassy outer planets.  The asteroids themselves are separated by distance between themselves, 

rather than being a single planetary body.  Rather than assign Separation to a loose connection 

of small bodies in the asteroid belt, we will choose Mars to represent this operation.  Sorry, all 

you asteroids and minor planet Ceres, you are being left out of the introductory class. 

4.  Conjunction is a state of heightened reflection, in some interpretations being likened to  the 

union of male and female.  This dual relationship corresponds well with how the Sun reflects its 

light on our nearest companion, often associated with love: the Moon.  Earth and our Moon also 

have a special relationship by always facing each other, and we rely on our daily cycles of the 

oceanic tides. 

5. For the remaining operations, we continue outwardly toward more distant, but considerably 
more massive, planets.  Jupiter is the largest planet in our system and is as dynamic as 
fermentation is chemically.   Its mass among solar system bodies is second only to the Sun and 
its gravity wields great influence on all the planets.  One can simply envision its stormy great red 
spot and feel its weight and powerful magnetic fields as agents of transformation. 
 



6.  Distillation is a preparatory operation to separate, in a purely chemical sense, lower boiling 
point fractions from a bulk solution containing other constituents.  Only the finer products that 
are the output of distillation, like those of a fine distilled spirit, are collected.  The other residues 
are left behind.  Saturn is the only planet that is lighter than water, and its visual impact of 
floating on magnificent rings makes Saturn a suitable corresponding planet to distillation.  It is 
by becoming light and freed of lower bodily demands that we nearly complete the journey to the 
Philosopher's Stone.   
 
All the planets discussed so far in this section were visible to ancient mankind.  Note that the 
outermost major planets, Uranus and Neptune, were discovered relatively recently, in 1781 and 
1846, respectively.  Planet is currently considered a Dwarf Planet and is not considered here. 
 
7. Coagulation  is the final step.  At this point rather than look to outer space, we suggest to look 
back to the center of our solar system:  the Sun.  It is easily visualized as Gold and related to 
the many ancient arts and traditions recognizing the Sun as the source or Father of everything.  
It makes sense that in this final step the practitioner has made the leap from materials as 
associated with planets or the Moon to a fiery state, which in the sun is plasma, or very hot 
ionized gas, the fourth state of matter after solid, liquid and gas.   
 
This completes our correspondences.  Let us remember another kind of great fire where we all 
began, our Solar System revolving around the Sun.  
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